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To all whom it may concern: 1 ‘ 
Be it known that I, .JAMns N. LEWIS, a 

citizen of the United States, and a‘ resident 
of Detroit, in the county of Wayne and State 
of Michigan, have invented certain new and 

- _ useful Improvements in a Dirigible Airship, 
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of which thefollowing, when taken in con 
nectlon with the ‘drawings accompanying 
and forming a part hereof, is a specification. 

This invention relates to a lighter than' 
airship which is provided with means for 
propelling it and directing its course. 
The objects of the invention are to obtain 

a dirigible‘ lighter than air vehicle, to be 
used to carry passengers, and freight, and in 
which the elevating medium preferably con- 

_ sists of heated air; a device which requires a 
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minimum quantity of heat to be applied to 
the air bymeans of which it is elevated or 
suspended; a device which will not be liable 
to collapse or-break when made of a con 
siderable size; a device which’ will permit 
examination and, when required, repairs of 
the elevating means, and all parts thereof, 
and a device which is simple in construction 
and economically made. ‘ 

Additional objects are set forth in the‘ 
speci?cation and included a device com 
ing within the terms of the claims“ 

of the outer envelope orshell removed, to 
show some ofv the interior constructiomand, 

Fig. 2 is a vertical section on line 2—2 
of Fig. 1, viewed as indicated by arrows. ' 

Fig. 3 is a front end elevation; 
Fig. 4 is a view of aportion of the frame 

of the air ship, and 
Fig. 5 is-a plan illustrating the manner 

of constructing a partition board which} 
\ forms an element of the device. 
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Fig. 6 is an isometric perspective o-f'a 
chamber in the elevating member, with some 
of the coverings thereof broken away, show 
ing some ,of the members which are adja 
cent thereto and contained therein. 

Figs. 4 and .5 are on a considerablyen 
larged scale from Figs. 1, 2, 3 and 6. 
A reference character applied to designate 

a given part indicates said part throughout 
the several ?gures of the drawings wherever 
the same appears. 

The frame .of the device comprises a longi 
tudinally extending rib, (which also ex— I 

have illustrated a construction embody- 
v'ing this invention in the drawings accom 
panying th'is speci?cation, in which-- ‘ 

' Fig. 1 is a side elevation, with a portion. 

tends vertically around the forward end of 
the frame), indicated by the broken lines 
lettered A in Fig. 1, (a portion thereof being 
illustrated in Figs. 2 and 4), the additional 
longitudinally extendingribs B; the ‘circu 
lar trusses C, (which are of metal and are 
respectively provided with apertures C’); 
the tie plates D; the chords E' and E’, ribs 
F, struts G, ties H, (which are provided 
with t'urn buckles h), and braces I, I. 
Ribs A and B, trusses C, G, chordsv E, ,E', 

ribs F, F, and struts G, G, respectively, are 
adapted to withstand compression as well as 
tension. Ties H, H, are -made of wire 
strands or cables, and are adapted to with 
stand tension. Tie plates D, D, arev illustrat 
ed as joined to the several members con 
nected together thereby by rivets d, d. 

J, J, represent partitions which extend 
longitudinally in the frame (hereinafter 
termed frame X), which is obtained by the 
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above ‘recited parts, to secure a longitudi- ' 
nally extending passage way 7'; and J’ repre~ 
sent doors or valves which, when open, 
establish communication between the pas 
sage way 7' and the several ‘chambers herein 
after described. ~ _ i ‘ 

The frame X is provided with anrexterior 
cover, 'K,» preferably of thin sheet metal; 
which extends beyond. said frame on the 
‘outside of ribs F, F,'to form the exterior, 
of the'car X’. The frame X is also pro 
vided with the interior wall designated, 
(Figs. 2 and 5), by the reference letter L. 
This wall L is' impervious to gas. 

artition which are designated L’, L’,'-> in 
igs.'2 and 6, of the same material as par 

tition L. The construction of wall L is in 
dicated in Fig. 5. as consisting of a loosely 
woven base, preferably of metal or textile 
strands Z, Z, covered by plastic material, as 
paper ma'ché, (contour lines whereof are 
indicated by the line Z’. Fig. 5). ‘ 
By means of the inner wall L, and cross 

partitions L’, L’, a plurality of chambers, 
(Y’, Y',), ‘are obtained in the frame X. 
All of said chambers communicate with the 
passage way j, by means of openings which 
are duplicates of the one designated in Figs. 
1 and 6 by the reference character J’. These 
openings are respectively closed by a door 
which constitutes a valve.‘ . 
The car or nacelle X’ is provided with the 

ports indicated by the reference letter M in 
ig. 1. N, N, represent propellers which 
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.truss rings G, C, are provided with a cross 
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are illustrated as driven by a motor- indi 
cated by reference character N’ in Fig.32..';,' 
n, n, indicate heaters, by which air is heated 
and conveyed through conduits n’, n’, to they 
conduit n ’ in passage way 7'. The vseveral 
chambers Y’, Y’, are supplied with gas, 
preferably heated air, by branch conduits 

- which are duplicates of the one designated 
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by the reference character N”, in‘ Fig. 2-. 
T, Fig. 6, represents a fuel supply pipe to 

air heater n. U, Fig. l, representsythe bal 
anced rudder controlling horizontal move 
ment of the_air ship, said rudder being piv 
otally mounted at u, a; and 14’ represents 
the connection by means of which the posi 
tion of said rudder is controlled. 
The double cover K, L, is primarily to ob-‘ 

tain an enveloping space or chamber K’ to 
chambers Y’, Y’, which space will contain. 
a'comparatively still body of air, to rotect 
the heated contents of said chambers ’, Y’, 
from being cooled b_ the cooling of the walls 
of said chambers, ', Y’, through the direct 
contact of the atmosphere on said wall L of 
said chambers; and to control the movement 
of air in said space or chamber K’. between 
walls K and L, valves which are indicated by 
the circles W, W, in Fig. 1, are located in 
covering K. The opening and closing of 
these valves varies the ?ow of air to-‘said 
space or chamber K’. 4 ' . 

The broken lines lettered Y, Fig. 1, in 
dicate valves positioned in covering L, 
which, when open, permit a flow of air from 
chambers L’,_ L’, into space K’. 
I To elevate and maintain sustension of this 
air ship, air is heated in heaters N, N, and 
discharged ‘through conduits n’, a”, into 
chambers L’, L’, (valves Y being open). 

_ When said chambers L’, L’, are ?lled with 
air heated sufficiently to cause elevation of 
the air ship continuous sustension thereof is 
maintained through continuous heating of 
air in one or more of the heaters n, n‘. The 
course of the air ship is controlled by the 
rudder U, and forward movement by the 
propellers N, N, in the ordinary manner. 
In case the coverings K, L, or either of 

them, are punctured access is had to the 
chamber L’ of which said covers are Walls, 
through the passage way j and apertures 
J’, Fig. 6, in the vertical walls of said pas 
sage way‘. - ‘ 

By means of the cross ties H, H, (in ad 
dition to the several chords E, E’, struts G 
and'abraces I), I obtain a truss like structure 
to the body of the air ship which is well 
adapted to resist strains in all directions. 

I claim: . ' 

‘ 1. In a lighter than air structure air ship, 
the combination of ametallic frame compris 
ing circular members respectively provided 
with truss rods and stays. a.covering at 
tached to the outside of said frame, a plu~ 
rality of gas containing chambers respec 

tively provided with circular walls ‘of rein 
'forced material, said circular .walls consti 
tuting the internal wall of a double ‘walled 
structure, and the end walls of said cham 
bers consisting ofcross partitions of said 
re-inforced material, which are common to 
adjacent .chambers, means-to obtain access 
to said chambers, means to heat air and con 
tinuously discharge ‘said heated air to said 
‘chambers, and means'to withdraw air from 
said chambers. . , , _ _ 

2. In a lighter than air structure air ship, 
the combination of a metallic frame com 
prising circular members respectively pro 
vided with truss rods and stays, and an in 
ner and an outer covering, respectively at 
tached to the outside and to the inside of - 
said circular members, in spaced relation, 
transverse partitions in said frame attached 
to said inner covering to obtain a plurality 
of chambers respectively adapted to form 
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gas containers, additional ties attached to ' 
said circular members and extending from 
the upper corners of said chambers diag~ 
onally therethrough to the opposite lower 
corners thereof, means to suspend and main 
tain continuous ‘suspension of said air ship, 
said means comprising air heating devices 
tp continuously supply heated air to said gas 
containers, and means to withdraw air from 
said containers. ' . . . ‘ 

3. In a lighter than air structure air ship, 
the combination-of a metallic frame compris 
ing circular members respectively provided 
with truss rods. and stays, a covering at 
tached to the outside of said frame, and‘ a 
covering attached to said circular members 
within and in spaced relation to said out 
side covering, apertures in said inner cov 
ering, transverse partitions in said frame 
attached to said last named covering'to ob 
tain a plurality of , chambers respectively 
adapted to form gas containers, additional 
ties attached to saidcircular members and 
extending from the upper corners of said 
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chambers diagonally therethrough to the. 
opposite lower corners thereof, and means 
to suspend and to maintain suspension of 
said air ship, said means comprising air 
heating devices to continuously supply 
heated air to said gas containers, ‘and valves 
adapted to seat‘ and close said apertures in 
said inner covering. ,. 

4:. In a lighter than air structure air ship, 
the combination of a metallic frame com 
prising circular members having apertures 
to permit a ?ow of air therethrough and 
‘respectively provided with truss rods and 
stays, inner and outer coverings attached, 
in spaced relation, to said members, trans 
verse partitions in said frame arranged to 
obtain in combination with said inner cov 
ering, a plurality of chambers respectively 
adapted to form gas containers, said inner 
covering and ‘said partitions consisting of 
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‘ re-inforced plastic material, additional ties 
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attached to said circular members and ex— 
tending’ from the upper corners of said 
chambers diagonally theret-hrough to the 
lower opposite corners thereof, means to 
suspend and to maintain suspension of said 
air shipfsaid means comprising air heating 
deviccstg continuously supply heatedair to 
said gas containers, and means to withdraw 
air from said containers, 

5. In a lighter than air structure lair ship, 
' the combination of a metallic frame com 
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prising circular members respectively pro 
Vided Wltllll‘llSS rods and stays, a covering 
attached to tlmutside of said frame, trans 

verse partitions in said frame and an inner 
wall attached to said frame and to said par~ 
titions to obtain a plurality of chambers re 
spectively ‘adapted'to form gas containers, 
additional ties attached to said circular 
members and extending from the upper 
corners of said chambers diagonally there 
through to the lower corners thereof, a ‘keel, 
ribs attached to said circular members and to 
said keel, and a plurality of laterally extend 
ing ties to said keel. 

- JAMES N. LEWIS. 
v i In the presence of— 

CHARLES TURNER BROWN, 
SAMUEL M. BOOTH. ' 
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